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Abstract
The structure and composition of potassium adsorbed on an Fe(110) surface
has been investigated by spot profile analysis of low-energy electron diffraction
(SPA-LEED) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). Also the low coverage
adsorption of 02 and CO on K/Fe(11 0) has been studied by these techniques.
Beside these experiments the composition of various TiN-coated samples has
been studied by AES. This work was done together with the department of
physics of the Univarsity A.I. Cuza (Ro).
The room temperature deposition of potassium on an Fe(11 0) surface
saturates when a complete layer of potassium atoms fills the surface. Only
then the potassium atoms are ordered according to a hexagonally
reconstructed superstructure, with an average domain size of 300 ± 50

A.

No

island formation or intermixing is observed. The hexagonal structure can be
easily reproduced, but gradually fades away within 8 hours after the
potassium evaporation. According to the AES measurements 0 2 appears on
the surface almost immediately after the potassium is deposited. So, a
possible explanation for the disappearance is the gradual uptake of
contaminants out of the UHV environment. In order to verify this, controlled

0 2 and CO adsorption experiments have been performed. From these it
foliowed that 0 2 indeed causes the immediate disappearance of the
hexagonal structure. lt also produces the same LEED patterns to appear for
higherexposuresas in the case of spontaneous contamination.
AES has also been used to study TiN coatings on steel substrates. The
samples have been cleaned by sputtering with 3 keV Ar+ ions. Carbon and
oxygen could not fully be removed, so these elements are present in the bulk
of the TiN coating. The Cffi and O!Ti ratios after sputtering are both
determined to be between 0.10 and 0.15. The influence of two deposition
parameters of a magnetron deposition set-up have been investigated. The
increase of the nitrogen mass flow, which determines the partial nitrogen
pressure in the chamber, first causes the increase of the N!Ti ratio and then
the saturation of this ratio at almost unity.
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1

General introduetion

In solid state physics much of the understanding is based on the solid having
a perfect three dimensional periodicity. The introduetion of a surface destrays
this periodicity in one dimension and therefore it often results in structural
changes. This altered surface structure can lead to changes in the physical
and chemica! properties and hence is of fundamental importance in the
understanding of, tor example,

heterogeneaus catalysis. A profound

knowledge of the surface structure will be valuable to the composition of
better and cheaper catalysts indicating the technological importance. A
second area of study is the understanding of corrosion, due to the
segregation of minority ingredients to the surface or to intemal surfaces (grain
boundaries).
Next, the experimental techniques and set-up will be outlined in chapter 2.
Then the experiments described in this report conceming two main subjects
are presented. First a study of the adsorption of potassium on a Fe(11 0)
surface will be presented in chapter 3. Then the composition of titaniumnitride thin layers is investigated in chapter 4. The experimental techniques
used are Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) tor compositional information
and spot profile analysis of low-energy electron diffraction (SPA-LEED) tor
morphological information. The combination of these techniques links the
surface composition to the observed LEED pattems.
Adsorption of alkali metals on transition metal surfaces has been studied
extensively tor the past decades using a variety of surface sensitive
techniques. These systems are interesting both trom a fundamental and a
practical point of view. The fundamental aspects are mainly concemed with
the chemica! states of the transition metal substrata and the alkali metal,
which are of great importance tor the electronic properties. The practical
aspects consist of application in the preparation of cathodes with low work
tunetion and the promoter action in heterogeneaus catalysis.

Three series of samples coated with titanium-nitride (TiN) by reactive
magnetron sputtering have been investigated using AES. This has been done
in the framework of the Europaan "Copernicus" project on the characterisation
and comparison of various deposition techniques. The importance of these
coatings lies mainly in their extensive application in the production of cutting
tools. The purpose of the current study is to determine the influence of two
deposition parameters (bias voltage and nitrogen mass flow) on the
composition and homogeneity.

2

2

Techniques and experimental set-up

The experiments are performed in an ultra high vacuum (UHV) system
equipped with facilities for Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and spot profile
analysis of low-energy electron diffraction (SPA-LEED). The background
pressure in this .system is below 1oreduced by a factor of 10

13

10

mbar, so the number of particles is

with respect to ambient environment. Th is

reduction is necessary to diminish the amount of contaminants adsorbing
onto the surface during the experiment. Due to the large surface sensitivity
the slightest contamination can alter the outcoma of the experiment,
especially for SPA-LEED. AES is used in combination with SPA-LEED to
determine

respectively chemica! composition

and

morphology of the

outermost layer(s).

2.1

AES

When a core electron is removed, leaving behind a core hole, the ion loses
some of its potential energy by filling this core hole with an electron from a
lower energy level together with the emission of energy. In our set-up this
removal is accomplished by a monochromatic 3 keV electron beam. The
emitted energy may either appear as a photon, or as kinatic energy given to
another shallowly bound electron. When the initial core hole energy is less
than 10 keV the radiationless emission of energy dominates. Th is process of
losing energy by emission of an electron is the Auger effect, named after its
discoverer, Pierre Auger. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of the Auger process.
The emitted partiele energy is characteristic of a combination of atomie
energy levels of the emitter and so forms the basis of co re level spectroscopy.
The characteristic kinatic energy of the Auger electron can be calculated
using equation 1,
(1)
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Figure 2.1 Energy diagram concerning the Auger process.

Because the Auger effect is very efficient in filling core holes of low
binding energy this process gives rise to relatively low kinatic energy Auger
electrans of short mean free path. Their dateetion outside the solid therefore
provides a surface sensitive probe of chemica! composition. For the
possibilities of the AES technique, a more thorough description is given by
Powell and Seah or by Woodruft and Delcha~.
1

2.2

SPA-LEED

2.2.1 Structure and diffraction pattem

For investigating the structure of surfaces often diffraction techniques are
used3 . They give direct information about the translation symmetry of the
surface with respect to the reciprocal lattice. In LEED for example, a beam of
mono-energetic electrans is directed towards a target. The energy of these
electrans lies in the range between 20 and 500 eV, rasuiting in a De Broglie
electron wavelength in the order of the atom spacing in the target. Part of the
electrans is elastically diffracted and the angular distribution is highly peaked
in certain directionsin reciprocal space (spots). This can be readily explained
in terms of conservation of energy and momentum. Energy is conserved
because only elastic collisions are taken into account. Conservation of
momenturn parallel to the surface determines the angle of emergence of the

4

diffracted beams. Constructive interterenee occurs when the Laue conditions
(eq. 2) are fulfilled:
a·(k-k 0 )=2nh,

(2)

b·(k-k 0 )=21Ck,

where a and b are reciprocal lattice veetors parallel to the surface,

ko

and k

are the waveveetors of the incoming and outgoing electron beams
respectively and h,k are integers. Each combination of integerhand k results
in a diffraction spot, labelled (hk). As the angular distribution of the scattered
electrens represents the structure of the target in reciprocal space, the real
lattice can be deduced from this.
lf the incoming electrans would have exactly the same energy and angle
of incidence and hit a perfect crystal and are detected by a perfect detector,
then the spots would be infinitely sharp. lmperfections in experimental set-up
and surface structure, such as defects, steps, domains and mosaicity, will
cause the broadening of the spots in an experiment. In the case of SPALEED the resolution of the apparatus is high enough to resolve the spot
shape. So, if the contribution of the apparatus itself is known, then
quantitative information about the surface morphology can be extracted trom
this spot shape.
The surface sensitivity of LEED is a result of the short inelastic mean tree
pathof the electrens intheLEED range. Electrans penetrating more than two
or three atomie layers into the solid have a high probability of losing energy
and coherence relativa to the incident beam and thus no longer participate in
the elastically diffracted flux. Additionally, the backscattering is very strong in
the case of elastic scattering. This causes the successive atom layers to
receive smaller incident electron fluxes and so to contribute less to the
scattering.

2.2.2 Steps and domains

Steps on surfaces are an intensively studied and important phenomenon in
surface science. The main reason tor this is their influence on chemica! and
growth processas and the mobility of adatoms. lt is virtually impossible that a

5

surface is perfectly flat, so steps will always be present. An actual ''flat"
surface is likely to consist of terraces of low index planes divided by steps.
Properties like step height and density can be obtained by SPA-LEED fora
sufficient regular surface. When the scattering phase between adjacent
terraces differs by an integral multiple of 2rrl d, where d is the step height, the
terraces scatter in-phase. Then the surface ordering appears to extend over
the whole surface and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the spots is
entirely determined by the transfer-width of the instrument. When the
scattering phase between the terraces obeys the re lation (2m+ 1)rrJ d the
terraces scatter out of phase and the FWHM is at its maximum. The FWHM
at this condition is directly related to the terrace size. lf the terrace size
distribution is regular enough, spot splitting can be observed.
The in-phase and out-of-phase energies can be found using the relation
between the energy of the LEED electrons (Es) and the step height d tor the
(00) diffracted beam, which is given b/
150.4S 2

Es= 2d 2 (1-cos8)'

where S is the scattering factor and

e

(3 )

the angle between ko and k. The

energy is an in-phase energy for S = 0,1 ,2, ... and an out-of-phase energy for

s =1h, 11h, 21h, ...
Domains are areas with a perfect periodical superstructure on top of it.
Domains with the same superstructure, but shifted or rotated with respect to
each other can ditter in scattering phase. The superstructure causes extra
spots in the LEED pattem and the width of these is inversely related to the
size of the domains. The maximum size of domains that can be observed
depends on the transfer width of the LEED system and on properties of the
crystallike facettingor mosaicity.

2.2.3 Mosaicity

The Fe(11 0) sample used consists of a pattem of microscopically small grains
of unicrystalline Fe(11 0), called mosaicity. The mean orientation of the 110plane in the grains makes a small angle ±a with the surface (fig. 2.2). The

6

outgoing LEED electron beam has an approximate diameter of about 2 mm
and is therefore reflected at many grains of different orientation. The angle of
2a. between the incoming and outgoing beam causes a broadening of the
spot profile of the LEED spots. The broadening is reflected in the FWHM
versus energy plot of the (00)-spot as a linear increase of the FWHM. From
this increase the mosaicity angle a can be determined using equation 4:
tan(2a) =

YzM (FWHM)
11

Mj_(E)

'

(4)

where a. is the angle between the normal of the 11 0-plane and the LEED
beam, ~k 11 is the ditterenee between incoming and outgoing LEED beams in
parallel direction, ~k.L in perpendicular direction. The change in parallel
momenturn is divided by two, because the grains are orientated in every
direction. The introduced spot broadening due to mosaicity sets an upper limit
to the maximum domain size that can be determined. So, the real domain
size can actually be largerif the width of the corresponding spot is close to its
maximum value.

I
k

k

ko

ko

i21k
kol

Figure 2.2 The orientation of the 11 0-plane for the different grains.
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2.3

The experimental set-up

The experimental set-up consists of two compartments (fig. 2.3) and a tastentry/transfer system. The transfer system consists of a transfer rod and a
small import/export chamber, which allows a quick changing of samples
without influencing the rest of the UHV system. Each campartment separately
maintains UHV ·conditions (~ 1o- 10 mbar), necessary to prevent surface
contaminants to adsorb for a long enough period and to allow the electron
beams to reach the detector.

transfer system

AES

SPA-LEED

1

a

b

9
1 =transfer rod
2

=turbo-molecular pump (50 Vs)

3 = AES instrument

=evaparators
5 = manipulator
6 =turbo-molecular pump (350 1/s)
7 = ion-getter pump (200 1/s)
8 =titanium-sublimatien pump (1 000 1/s)

4

9 =SPA-LEED instrument

10 = manipulator

11 = ion-getter pump (270 1/s)
12 =titanium-sublimatien pump (1200 1/s)

Figure 2.3 (a) Top view and (b) side view of the UHV set-up.
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The first campartment (AES chamber) is equipped with the AES
instrument, a sputter gun and various evaporators. There are four sample
holders arranged in a carousel. A tantalum wire is built in the back of the
holders to be able to heat the sample.

ELECTRON

GUN

Figure 2.4 Schematic picture of the SPA-LEED instrument.

The second campartment is the SPA-LEED chamber, equipped with a
commercial SPA-LEED apparatus trom Leybold-Heraeus and a very stabie
manipulator system. The manipulator is used to position both the sample and
the SPA-LEED instrument with a total of five dagrees of freedom. The sample
can be heated by a tantalum wire mounted in the sample holder. The SPALEED instrument itself consists of an electron gun with opties, a deflection
unit of two sets of octopole deflection plates and a channeltron electron
detector (fig. 2.4) The concept of this SPA-LEED instrument is that both
incoming and diffracted electron beams are scanned by electrastatic
deflection. This means that no machanical movement of the sample or the
detector is required, thus improving both accuracy and speed. Scanning of
the LEED pattem over the channeltron aperture (diameter 100 J..Lm) is done by

9

applying voltages to the octopole sets of the deflection unit. These deflection
voltages ~U are proportional to the shift ~k 11 of the diffracted pattern.
~U

=SM.,

(5)

where Sis the deflection sensitivity, given by

s = (2.76 ± 0.05)JE.

(6)

Both AES and SPA-LEED measurements are controlled by the Data
Acquisition Unit (DAU), which is connected to a computer for data starage
and remote controL Three types of scans are possible: the area scan to
obtain a two dimensional LEED pattern, the profile scan to determine the
shape of an individual spot in a certain direction and the line scan, which is
used tor the AES measurements to perfarm a scan between an initial and a
final energy.
The price that has to be paid for the use of a channeltron and deflection
plates to achieve high resolution, is the long time necessary to obtain one
LEED pattern. Frequently used area scan modes maasure 128x128 points
with 250 ms per point or 500x500 points with 100 ms per point. In the last
mode it takesabout 7 hours to complete a LEED pattern.
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3

Adsorption studies on Fe(11 0)

3.1

Introduetion

Potassium covered iron is from the catalytic point of view of particular interest
because of its ability to increase the performance in the Fischer-Tropsch
reaction

5

,

as well as in ammonia synthesis

6

.

The Fischer-Tropsch reaction

describes the formation of hydrocarbons out of CO and H2 . Among the
various metals, iron is of practical interest because of its extensive use as a
base material for high performance catalysts and because of its availability.
Potassium is used as a promoter to increase the molecular weight of the
organic products and reduce the hydragenation rate, which leads to the
formation of unsaturated hydrocarbons. As a fact potassium is not the only
alkali metal which can be used as a promoter

for the Fischer-Tropsch

synthesis. lt has been shown that the promoting effect increases in the
7

sequence Li, Na, K

•

Rb and Cs might be even more effective but these

metals are more expensive than potassium. The tendency of the alkali metal
to give off one electron and form a positive ion varies in the same order.
Therefore, charge transfer to iron is likely to be of importance for the promoter
effect in the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis.
The first studies on the K/Fe(11 0) system at room temperature have been
performed by Brodén and Bonzel8 . They reported a low-energy electron
diffraction (LEED) pattem tor a saturated coverage of potassium and
assigned this pattem to a hexagonal close-packed layer. The ordering only
occurs for a completely covered surface, because then the potassium atoms
are locked at their adsorption sites. This type of superstructure also has been
found for other alkali metal on metal systems

9 10
, .

For medium and low

coverage no superstructures have been found. Additional thermal desorption
measurements exhibit a decreasing adsorption energy with coverage
indicating an ion ie type of bonding at low coverage

11

.

Th is is in agreement

with the general model of alkali adsorption, where the alkali donates a
valenee s electron to the substrata at low coverage. The alkali atoms are
neutralised with increasing coverage due to their mutual interactions. Work
11

tunetion measurements first show a decrease in work tunetion for increasing
potassium coverage. This effect is suppressed when the potassium coverage
approaches saturation and the adsorbate atoms reach charge neutralisation.
X-ray standing waves (XSW) experiments on K!Fe(11 0) have been
performed at the HASYLAB in Hamburg 12 in order to determine the atomie
structure of the surface. From these measurements it foliowed that the
potassium atoms · are likely to adsorb at the 3-fold hollew site of the 11 0surface. The effective radius of the potassium then equals 2.3

A.

The LEED

measurements in between the XSW experiments revealed areconstruction of
the hexagonal pattem into a faint (2x2) or a c(1 x1) pattern. Furthermore, a
series of superstructures emerged depending bath upon time after potassium
deposition and annealing treatment.
The objective of the experiments presented in this chapter is to study
more carefully the morphological changes of the surface noticed during the
XSW experiments. Especially the transition trom the hexagonal structure to a
faint (2x2) or a c(1x1) requires a closer look. Is this reconstruction caused by
a re-ordering of the potassium atoms with time, or is it caused by surface
contamination? In order to clarify this, controlled 0 2 and CO adsorption
experiments are performed. Also the range of superstructures which passed
by as a tunetion of time and annealing temperature needs to be investigated
more structurally. The goal is then to obtain a complete picture of the surface
morphology of the K!Fe(110) system when heated above room temperature.
In the remaining of this chapter, first the research already done on 0 2 and
CO adsorption will be shortly reviewed in §3.2. In §3.3 the experimental
procedures of surface preparatien and AES quantification are defined,
foliowed in §3.4 by the results of the measurements. These results are
discussed in §3.5 and finally the conclusions and recommendations are
presented in §3.6.

3.2

Literature on 0 2 and CO adsorption

Bath CO and 02 adsorption experiments are performed in order to determine
if one of these contaminants causes the behaviour as observed during the

12

XSW experiments. Also the adsorption of these gases on the clean Fe(11 0)
surface is studied to obtain more detailed information about the effect of
potassium. In recent years already all kinds of surface sensitive techniques
have been applied to the study of CO and 0 2 adsorption on transition metals. In
the following paragraphs a short summary will be given of the relevant literature
about 0 2 and CO adsorption on Fe(11 0) and on K/Fe(11 0).

The growth of oxide layers on a clean Fe(11 0) surface has been the subject of
various studies and to a great extend the oxide epitaxy has been established.
The stage of the initial chemisorption is less well established. The adsorption
process has been studied by LEED

13 14 15 16
' ' •

before, as well by EELS

17

•

For

room temperature adsorption the EELS measurements show that the oxygen
adsorbs dissociatively. No evidence for molecularly adsorbed states has been
found. The LEED measurements

18

show for room temperature adsorption a

c(2x2) pattem at low exposures foliowed by a c(3x1) pattem which splits and
then at higher coverages tums into a c(1x1) pattem characteristic of FeO.
The c(2x2) LEED pattem is attributed to a coverage
pattem reaches its maximum intensity for 2.7

± 1.1

e = 0.25 13•19•20 .

This

L (1 Langmuir = 1·1 o-

6

torr·s) exposure, decreasas upon subsequent exposure and is no longer
visible at about 9 L according to Melmed and Carroll

20

•

Based on this LEED

calibration the coverages of the other LEED phases were determined. The
c(3x1) phase has

e = 0.34,

while the split c(3x1) has

e = 0.39.

Real space

models for these pattems are proposed by Molière and Portele. For the c(3x1)
phase every third row is occupied by an oxygen atom. For the split phase a
mixture of two structures is proposed. Here the oxygen adsorbs randomly every
second or third row, rasuiting in a coverage ranging between
coverages

e > 0.4 work tunetion and

UPS measurements

16

1
/3

and Y2 ML. For

suggest the on set

of oxidation. At higher exposures the surface shows a variety of ordered LEED
phases corresponding to the growth of oxide layers.
The kinatics of the chemisorption process on Fe(11 0) still is subject of
discussion. Values for the initial sticking coefficient derived trom saveral
quantitative techniques range trom 0.07 up to 0.2.
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In this work we focus on the adsorption of oxygen on potassium covered iron
rather than on clean iron surface. Only one specific LEED pattem has been
reported befare tor coadsorbed potassium and oxygen at a coverage of
respectively OK= 0.28 and 00 = 0.5±0.1 16 . This oxygen coverage corresponds to
the minimum in the work function. The LEED pattem can be labelled as a
c(4x2) rafereneed to the c(1 x1) Fe(11 0) pattem. The pattem however is very
vague. Two possible models are presented. The first one proposes that the
oxygen and potassium atoms are coadsorbed in a single layer. The second
I

model proposes that the potassium atoms form a second layer on top of the
oxygen.
Pirug et al. calculate tor the c(4x2) pattem under assumption of an oxygen
radius of 0.74 Aan upper value of 2.2 A for the potassium radius. This value is
in between the ionic radius of 1.33 A and atomie radius of 2.35

A,

so

coadsorption of oxygen and potassium is possible in this case.
Petersson and Karlsson find evidence by UPS and XPS measurements that
an iron oxide is formed and not potassium oxide21 . This supports the second
model with the adsorption of oxygen atoms below the potassium over1ayer.
Arabczyk et al. find that in the case of a potassium covered Fe(111) surface the
intensity of the AES potassium peak does not change as a result of oxygen
adsorption

22

.

However, AES may not be sensitive enough to reveal small

changes in intensity caused by the adsorption of small amounts of oxygen.
Second, the AES is operated in differential mode, which is less reliable as a
quantitative methad than the integral mode. Small variations in peak shape due
to chemica! change e.g., can result in relatively large changes in the
differentiated signal. These results also support the second model, but are less
credible than the UPS and XPS based results.
The initial sticking coefficient tor oxygen S0 increases with potassium
coverage up to the maximum value of unity16 • This maximum sticking probability
is al ready reached for two-thirds of the saturating coverage of potassium.

The other possible contamination causing the disappearance of the
hexagonal structure is carbon monoxide. The adsorption on transition metals
is rather complex due to the tact that CO can adsorb in either molecular or

14

dissociated form. On Fe(11 0) CO adsorbs molecularly at room temperature
and then dissociates slowl/
8

3

.

The adsorption saturates at approximately

= 0.36 and the initial sticking coefficient is determined to be 0.824 • Saveral

surface studies of CO adsorption on Fe(11 0) surfaces have been performed
using HREELS

25

and LEED

UPS, XPS and AES

24

26

to investigate the morphology in combination with

to find the corresponding surface compositions. Two

LEED patterns are reported by Erley measured on a cooled sample at a
temperature of 120 K. The first pattem is a (2x4) with respect to the centred
rectangular unit cell of the Fe(11 0). Maximum development is reached around
0.7 L. Further exposure eausas the quarter order spots to move in the direction
of the half order spots, rasuiting in a streaky (2x2) pattem in the [001] direction.
At an exposure of 1.5 L the stretching of the half order spots disappears, but
the spots themselves remain visible.

Studies of CO on the potassium covered iron show that the heat of adsorption
is increased with respect to the unpromoted iron

27

•

This effect is attributed to

an enhanced electron transfer trom the metal to the adsorbed CO. The
electron transfer strengthens the metal-CO bond but weakens the carbonoxygen bond. In agreement with this, the potassium promoted iron also
increases the overall rate of CO dissociation as was evidenced by UPS

28

.

The

same UPS measurements show a substantial decrease in sticking coefficient
by at least a factor of 6. From XPS measurements an even lower sticking
coefficient was found of 5·1 o·3 .24 The mentioned experimental observations
are explained by a model of charge transfer trom the metal high energy statas
to the unoccupied 27t orbital of CO, which is split into a bonding and
antibonding level due to the interaction. This transfer is generated by a
lowering of the work tunetion q>, a familiar effect tor alkali metals on metals.
Although the electronic properties of this system are extensively investigated,
no LEED studies are reported tor the potassium promoted iron surface.

15

3.3

Experimental

For the experiments a high purity single crystalline iron sample is used. The
surface of this crystal has been polishad along its (11 0) plane in order to have
a well defined surface. Before any potassium is evaporated first the structure
has to be thoroughly known. Only then it is possible to study the changes
induced by the potassium. Additionally, it is very important to know the
reproducibility of the surface after the cleaning treatments. After the Fe(11 0)
surface is characterised a saturated layer of potassium atoms is deposited on
top of the clean iron surface. For the adsorption experiments with 02 and CO
these gasses can be introduced into the UHV set-up.

3.3.1 The preparatien of the Fe(11 0) crystal

The Fe(11 0) crystal is of very high purity iron and has been cut within 0.1 o of
the (11 O) orientation and after this polishad with a roughness below 0.05
f..Lm 29 •

lt had been thoroughly cleaned recently by repeated sputter and

anneal cycles to get rid of bulk impurities like chlorine and sulphur. Therefore,
a tew days of sputtering and simultaneous annealing sufficed to obtain a
surface tree trom impurities as was checked with AES. After this initial
cleaning stage the sample has been kept under UHV conditions. In between
experiments the sample was cleaned by sputtering with 3 keV Ar+ ions at a
sample temperature of about 950 K. The sputtering was continued tor at least
20 minutes at an ion dose of about 2·10 12

2

ions/cm s. During the last 5

minutes of sputtering the temperature of the sample was lowered to 850 K in
order to reduce the segregation of contaminants. After sputtering the
temperature of the sample was maintained at this temperature tor another 5
minutes. At this temperature the mobility is still high enough tor the surface to
recover, while segregation contamination is much lower than at 950 K. After
this treatment usually no contamination above the dateetion limit (0.01 ML)
could be detected by AES. The treatment was, if necessary, repeated until
the surface was tree from impurities.
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3.3.2 Potassium evaporation

The potassium was evaporated on the clean iron surface at room
temperature. Therefore, the sample had to cool down for at least an hour
after the sputter and anneal process. The potassium was evaporated from a
SAES getter K source

30

,

positioned in the AES chamber, about 4 cm from the

surface of the sample. Befare exposing the sample to the potassium, the
potassium souree was tumed on for 1-2 minutes to get rid of contaminants
adsorbed on its surface. During the evaporation the pressure rose slightly
trom the high 10-11 mbar to the low 10-10 mbar range. The potassium
overlayer saturated at a coverage of 5.3·10

14

2

atoms/cm • This value has been

determined by LEED, as will be explained later in this chapter, and is in
agreement with a complete coverage of potassium atoms. lt corresponds to a
coverage of 0.31 monolayer (ML) where a monolayer is defined as the
number of iron atoms at the surface (1.72·1 0
been noted by Gerlach and Rhodin
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15

atoms/cm

2

).

lt al ready has

that the potassium coverage on Ni(11 0)

tor RT adsorption saturates when the surface is completely tilled with one
layer of potassium atoms.

A second layer would evaparate at room

temperature, because of the low heat of vaporisation of 19 kcal/mole
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•

3.3.3 Oxygen and carbon monoxide exposure

The starting position always is a clean Fe(11 0) surf ace, or a Fe(11 0) surface
covered with a saturated overlayer of potassium. In both cases the surface
structure is well defined. Directly after preparatien high purity oxygen or
carbon monoxide is let in via a leak valve at a partial pressure of 1o-s

- 1o-7

mbar into the AES chamber. The desired dose is obtained by varying the
exposure time. Subsequently an AES spectrum is taken to determine the
amount of oxygen and to check if no other impurities adsorbed. In order to
avoid the extra contamination during sample transfers the sample is in some
cases exposed to the oxygen in the SPA-LEED chamber. This can be
achieved by opening the valve between the two chambers. Normally, the
exposure is applied in the same chamber during the experiment.
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In our experiments the exposure is limited to 9 L for LEED measurements
and to 30 L for sticking coefficient determination by AES in order to prevent
oxidation damage of the crystal.

3.3.4 AES quantification

The amount of - adsorbed potassium and of contamination atoms is
determined by AES measurements. The AES spectra differ in absolute
intensity due to inevitable variations in experimental conditions, such as the
intensity of the electron beam, soa calibration of the signal is needed. For K
the saturation coverage belonging to the well known hexagonal structure is
used. This structure is associated with a coverage of 5.3·10 14 atoms/cm

2

.

For 02 and CO adsorption experiments on the clean Fe(11 0) surface the
coverage of the impurities are calculated using the area of the iron peak at
703 eV as a reference. In direct AES spectra the ratio of peak areas is
proportional to the element ratio, after correcting for the AES sensitivities as
publishad by Davis et a/. 33 Because the inelastic mean free pathof the Auger
electrans varies between 10-50
monolayers
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.

A the

iron signal has contributions of saveral

This means that the signal of the bulk material is larger,

because more layers of iron atoms are able to contributs to it. Therefore, a
mean free path correction has to be made according to equation 7 tor the
ratio of the intensities of a deeper lying atom to a surface atom:

I

-d

/=exp[T],

(7)

0

where d is the distance from the atom emitting an Auger electron to the
surface and A lambda the electron mean free path depending on the energy.
lntegrating the contributions of all atoms yields the total signal intensity. The
disadvantage of this method is the relatively high sensitivity to small variations
in

A.
For 02 and CO adsorption experiments on the K/Fe(11 0) surface the area

of the potassium peak at 252 eV is used. Now the mean tree path correction
is not necessary because the potassium contribution originates trom only one
layer.
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An alternative calibration is obtained when a specific LEED pattem with
known coverage is present. Then the ratio of two peak areas can be directly
linked to this known coverage. For example the oxygen coverage on Fe(11 0)
can be calibrated on the grounds of the c(2x2)-0 structure, which is
associated with a coverage of 0.25 ML. First, the ratio of the area of the
oxygen and 703 eV iron peak, respectively A(O) and A(Fe703), is determined
from the AES signal belonging to this pattern. Then the calibration constant a
can be obtained from the following expression:
A(O)

0. - a - - 0 -

A(Fe103)'

(8)

When the calibration constant is known, it can be used to relate the area ratio
of oxygen and iron in other spectra to the surface coverage. lt must be noted
that this type of calibration is only valid as long as the oxygen atoms are
chemisorbed. lf penetratien of oxygen into the iron lattice or if oxide formation
occurs the quantification becomes less reliable. There are three difficulties in
quantitatively linking the AES intensities with a certain LEED pattern. The first
problem is the determination of the exposure which can be associated to the
maximum intensity of the calibration LEED pattem. Because it takes over 1
hour to obtain a LEED pattem, only limited patterns can be taken during one
day and optimisation of the pattem is virtually impossible. The second
problem is the experimental error in the oxygen dosing. Finally, it is nat
certain that the whole surface is covered by the c(2x2) phase when the
intensity is at maximum. Th is methad is used for 02 on clean Fe(11 0) as well
as on K!Fe(110).

3.4

Results

3.4.1 Surface composition and structure of the clean Fe(11 0) crystal

In order to get an idea which contaminants were present just after the sample
had been introduced into the UHV system an AES maasurement was
performed. In the Auger spectrum (fig. 3.1 a) peaks appear at 272 and 509
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eV. These can be ascribed to the elements C and 0 respectively. The peaks
at 47, 598, 651 and 703 eV are originating trom the iron substrata itself. After
sputtering and annealing the surface was tree trom C and 0, as is shown in
tigure 3.1 b. lt is clearly seen that the intensities in the iron peaks have risen
significantly. Segregation of sulphur, chlorine or any other contaminant
towards the surface has not been observed.
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Flgure 3.1 The AES spectra (a) before, (b) directly afterand (c) 52 hours after
clean ing.

The LEED pattem rasuiting after cleaning (fig. 3.2a)was the one expected
tor an unreconstructed bcc crystal exposing the (11 0) surface. As unit cell we
adopted the same centred rectangular as in preceding papers 35 . The
dimensions of this unit cell (fig. 3.2b) which have been determined trom the
pattem, are respectively 8=2.83

A and

b=4.00

A.

These values are in good

agreement with those for the bulk of Fe(11 0): 8=2.866

A and

b=4.05

A,

especially taking into consideration that the LEED apparatus contracts the
pattem at the edges. The agreement indicates that no surface reconstruction
occurs.
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a

•

b

•
•
Figure 3.2 (a) The c(1x1) LEED pattem and (b) its schematic representation
in reciprocal space.

Single crystals are never cut exactly in a direction parallel to one of its !owindex planes. There will always be a deviation trom an ideal flat surface,
inducing steps and terraces. Besides this, the smoothness of the surface after
sputtering also depends on the mobility of the atoms. For atoms of low
mobility the terrace size distribution can be very irregular and lattice
imperfections called defects will be present. In order to determine average
terrace size and step height the shape and Full Width at Half Maximum
(FWHM) of the (00)-spot have been measured as a tunetion of the electron
energy in the range of 50 to 180 eV (fig. 3.3). The theoretica! in- and out-ofphase energies tor an Fe(110) crystal are calculated using equation 1, see
table 1. For a clean surface an out-of-phase energy has been found at 116.4
eV. Here the FWHM was at maximum, butnospot splitting occurred (fig. 3.4).
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Figure 3.3 The FWHM of the (00)-spot versus incident electron energy tor a

clean Fe(11 0) surface.
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energy (116 eV).
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The width of the (00)-spot (0.35 V) at this particular energy is a maasure
tor the average terrace size, which can be calculated to be 530 ± 30

A.

The

width of the spot is the same in every direction, which means that the
domains are isotropic. ln-phase energies could be determined to be around
86 eV and 151 eV. With these three values of in-phase and out-of-phase
energies an estimate of the step height can be made using equation 1. For
the step height d on the clean Fe(11 0) sample a value of 2.01 ± 0.02
tound, which is in agreement with the theoretically predicted 2.02

s

Energy (eV)

1

9.19

1.5

20.7

2

36.8

2.5

57.4

3

82.7

3.5

112.6

4

147.1

4.5

186.1

A is

A.

Table 3.1 Calculated va/ues tor the in-phase and out-of-phase energies on

the Fe(110) surface.

Besides the variatien due to terraces, the FWHM showed a linear increase
as a tunetion of energy. This increase is associated with the mosaicity of the
crystal. From the slope of the curve the mosaicity has been determined to be
±0.011 o. The measurements have been repeated after the surface had been
sputtered without simultaneous annealing and with shorter annealing periods.
These yielded the same in- and out-of-phase energies. Only the variatien in
the FWHM characteristics differed because of the smaller average terrace
sizes.
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3.4.2 Surface composition and structure of K/Fe(11 0)

Using a new souree the deposition of potassium on the iron surface saturated
after about 35 seconds (fig. 3.5). This implies a deposition rate of 0.53
monolayers per minute. Longer evaporation periods were necessary with time
due to the exhaustion of the source.
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Figure 3.5 Potassium uptake on clean Fe(110) as measured by AES.

The FWHM of the (00)-spot as a tunetion of energy tor the potassium
covered iron essentially remains the same as tor the clean iron. A plot of the
FWHM of the (00)-spot tor energies between 80 and 225 eV can be found in
tigure 3.6. The plot tor the clean Fe(11 0) surface is shown in the same figure.
The FWHM at the out-of-phase energy around 112 eV is corresponding to an
average terrace size of 500 ± 25

A. Thus the overlayer of potassium does not

effect in a change in surface morphology. Spot splitting, which is
characteristic tor a regular step distribution, has only been observed once at
this energy (fig. 3.7). The sample had been heated during the night at 900 K,
giving the surface enough time to equilibrate. The average terrace width as
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determined trom the peak to peak distance is 420 ± 15

A. The shoulder at the

left side was present for every electron energy. The origin is not clear.
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Figure 3.6 The FWHM of the (00)-spot tor different electron energies (a) tor

the potassium covered Fe(110) surface and (b) tor the uncovered surface.
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4.0

5.0

For low and medium coverage of potassium no superstructure LEED
patterns are detected. The experiments mainly have been performed with a
saturated coverage of potassium deposited on the clean iron surface. Then a
well defined surface is obtained, which can be easily reproduced. A
characteristic structure appears immediately after evaporation (fig. 3.8a). This
ordering is assigned to a close-packed hexagonal potassium overlayer. The
14

atoms/cm according to

= 2.34 A.

Referenced to the iron

potassium-layer density then has a value of 5.28·1 0
the hexagonal ordering and a K-radius of r

2

at om density (1.72·1 015 atoms/cm 2) this corresponds to 0.31 ML
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.

The overlayer is aligned along the Fe[001] direction which has an interatomie
distance of aA/2, where

a is the iron lattics parameter (2.866Á). The

separation of the potassium rows in this direction equals 8'12, twice that of the
potassium rows. This causes the %-order diffraction spots. The other spots in
the pattem are explained by Brodén and Bonzei with multiple scattering
between substrate and overlayer. The arrangement of the hexagonal spots
can be explained graphically by drawing a hexagonal structure of 6 spots
around the Fe(11 0) substrate spots (fig. 3.8b).
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•
Figure 3.8 (a) LEED pattem of the hexagonal structure at 120 eV and (b) the
schematic interpretation of the LEED spots.

In order to obtain a picture of the morphology of the K/Fe(11 0) system as
a tunetion of temperature the system has been heated several times. The
FWHM of the hexagonal spots does not change during heating and remains
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isotropic. The average domain size thus remains the same as tor room
temperature (300 ± 50 À). The results were identical up to a temperature of
about 450 K. Above this temperature the superstructure spots vanished
immediately, while the c(1x1) substrata pattem remained visible. Additional
AES measurements showed that the potassium started to desorb at this
temperature. After 45 minutes at 450 K about 20 % of the potassium had
desorbed. A possible explanation for the disappearance is that due to the
extra room created by the desorption, the potassium atoms are no longer
locked at their adsorption sites. No other LEED patterns have been found for
temperatures up to 900 K. This is presumably due to the increased mobility of
the potassium atoms at elevated temperatures.
During cooling the c(1 x1) pattem remained visible, but no new super
structures appeared. As expected, the hexagonal pattem did not return after
the sample was cooled down to room temperature, because of the nonsaturated coverage.

3.4.3 The stability of the K/Fe(11 0) system
The hexagonal structure is not stable, but gradually fades away within several
hours after the potassium evaporation. As already mentioned the reason can
be contamination adsorption, destroying the ordering of the potassium
overlayer, or a re-ordering of this potassium overlayer. The domains keep
their original size for 6 hours after evaporation, which can be concluded from
the unchanged FWHM of the "hexagonal" spots A and B (fig. 3.9a). Then the
width starts to increase. The intensity of the spots however, decreasas
gradually (fig. 3.9b). After approximately 8 hours a (2x2) pattem remains (fig.
3.1 Oa). The half-order spots C and D belong to both the hexagonal and the
(2x2) pattern. From the FWHM of these spots the domain size is obtained. lt
is the same as that of the hexagonal pattern, about 250 ± 50

A.

Afterwards

the spot intensity increases slightly with time, indicating a development of the
(2x2) structure. Leaving the sample in the UHV system for a longer period
causes a variety of other LEED patterns to appear. These patterns, like a
c(4x2), were mostly very faint and could not be reproduced. A c(7x5) pattem
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appeared regularly on approximately the fourth day after potassium
evaporation (fig. 3.11 a). The domains are approximately 140 ± 20

A.

A line

scan along the [001 ]-di reetion clearly shows the superstructure spots of this
pattem (fig. 3.11 b). The (%,%) superstructure spot in the middle originates
from the superimposed (2x2) structure which is still vaguely present.
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•
•

Figure 3.10 (a) The (2x2) pattem which remained afterabout 8 hours and (b)

its schematic interpretation.
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Subsequent

to

the

evaporation

of

potassium

usually

an

AES

maasurement was performed to check for surface contamination. The spectra
reveal that oxygen immediately starts to adsorb after evaporation, although
the sample is kept in the Auger chamber. A series of succeeding
measurements clearly show that the oxygen peak at 509 eV increases with
time (fig. 3.12). This uptake of oxygen is depicted versus time in tigure 3.13,
where the potassium covered surface shows to be extremely reactive to
adsorption of oxygen especially at low oxygen coverage.
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An accurate quantitative determination of small carbon contaminants is
not possible in this case since the

CKLL

peak at 272 eV and the

KLMM

peak at

275 eV overlap in the AES spectrum. Additionally, AES has a rather low
sensitivity tor carbon (Sc = 0.21 ). As can be seen in tigure 3.12 the shape of
the AES signal around 273 eV only flatlens a bit with time. No clear increase
of the carbon peak proportional to that of the oxygen peak is observed. When
the sensitivity factors tor oxygen and carbon are taken into account it can be
clearly seen that the amount of oxygen is at least five times higher than
carbon. Still, the adsorption of CO cannot be excluded based on these AES
measurements alone. Additional 0 2 and CO adsorption measurements can
resolve this question.
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Flgure 3.12 Auger measurements tor different moments after evaporation.
The oxygen peak at 509 e V clearly increases with time.
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3.4.4 Adsorbates on Fe(11 0)

In order to verify whether the reconstruction of the hexagonal structure and
the appearance of other superstructures is due to adsorption, controlled
exposure experiments are performed. The contaminants containing oxygen in
an ultra high vacuum system most likely are CO and 0 2 . Therefore,
adsorption of these gasses is investigated in the following paragraphs.

3.4.4.1 Surface composition and structure of 0 2 on Fe(11 0)

The clean Fe(11 0) surface is exposed to an increasing amount of oxygen. Up
to exposures of 1.0 L no superstructures appear on the iron surface. Around
1.0 L a faint (2x2) LEED pattem can be discemed. Upon increasing the
oxygen dose this pattem transfarms into a c(2x2) pattem (fig. 3.14a). The
c(2x2) superstructure reaches its maximum intensity in the exposure range of
2.0 up to 3.0 L. At 4.0 L the onset of a c(3x1) pattem is observed, while the
c(2x2) pattem is still vaguely present. The c(3x1) pattem (fig. 3.14b) reaches
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maximum intensity between 4.0 and 5.0 L. Above 5.0 L the third order spots
of the c(3x1) pattem stretch to form a split c(3x1) structure (fig. 3.14c). At still
higher exposures oxidation takes place according to literature 16 . Between 6.0
and 9.0 La typical pattemascan be found in tigure 3.14d is observed. Only
tew LEED measurements have been performed above 9.0 L, while this is
already in the oxidation range. The pattems observed were all very faint.
Between 30 and 50 L not a single LEED pattem could be found.

a

b

c

d

Figure 3.14 The LEED patterns of (a) the c(2x2) at 2.0 L, (b) the c(3x1) at 5.0

L and (c) the split c(3x1) superstructure at 5.5 L recorded at an electron
energy of 120 eV and (d) the oxidised surface at an electron energy of 83 eV.
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The adsorption of oxygen on clean Fe(11 0) has been monitored by AES
(fig. 3.15a). The coverage can be calibrated using the c(2x2) LEED pattern ,
which is best developed at an exposure of 2.5 ± 0.5 L. The coverage
associated with this pattarn is 0.25 ML. The uncertainty is due both to the
experimental error in the exposure and the rather rough estimate of the
exposure where the intensity in the c(2x2) LEED pattarn is at its maximum.
The initial sticking coefficient can be determined trom the slope of the curve
at zero coverage and equals 0.24 ± 0.06. However, AES is not the most
suitable technique to perform sticking coefficient measurements, because of
its rather large probing depth (1 0-50Á).
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Figure 3.15 Oxygen uptake on Fe(110) measured using AES (a) tor
deliberate oxygen exposure and (b) tor spontaneous oxygen adsorption as a
tunetion of time.

When the crystal was left in the system after cleaning an increasing
amount of spontaneously adsorbed oxygen has been observed by AES . In
tigure 3.15b the uptake of oxygen is plotted for a period of 8 days in the UHV
system. The partial oxygen background pressure during this period is
calculated to be about 1·1 0"

11

mbar. LEED measurements showed extra spots

appearing within two hours. First a (2x2) pattem and saveral days later a
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c(2x2) pattem appeared (fig. 3.16). The (2x2) pattem reached maximum
intensity after about one day and the c(2x2) after seven days. The c(2x2)
pattem is associated with 0.25 monolayer coverage, in agreement with the
AES results conceming the oxygen peak (fig. 3.15b).

a

b

Figure 3.16 The LEED pattemsof the contaminated iron surface showing (a)

the (2x2) pattem 1 day after cleaning and (b) the c(2x2) pattem after 7 days.

3.4.4.2 Surface composition and structure of 0 2 on K/Fe(11 0)

The potassium covered iron has been exposed to various doses of oxygen. In
tigure 3.17 the uptake on Fe( 11 0) with and without a saturated coverage of
potassium is shown. The effect of potassium on the sticking coefficient S is
clearly visible. Now the initial sticking coefficient is close to unity, in
agreement with literature 16 •36 •
In order to find out whether the extinction of the hexagonal pattem can be
attributed to the adsorption of oxygen, first the AES spectra of spontaneous
and deliberate exposure are compared, see tigure 3.18. The AES results are
nearly identical tor bath cases, except tor the region around 275 eV. In the
case of spontaneous adsorption in the UHV environment also a small amount
of carbon seems to adsorb.
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UHV environment and (b) trom a deliberate exposure to 1.0 Lof oxygen. The
curves have been offset tor convenience.
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LEED measurements show that the adsorption of oxygen has a
destructive influence on the hexagonal potassium overlayer. For oxygen
exposures above 0.1 L the hexagonal structure completely disappears. At
about 0.3 L it is replaced by a c(7x5) pattern. In the exposure range of 0.4 up
to 1.0 L two different structures are found alternately. One of them is the
c(4x2) structure (fig. 3.19a), which has been observed befare by Pirug et al.
This structure is best developed at 0.4 ± 0.1 L , with an average domain size of

A. The other structure is a diamond shaped pattem, which has
never been reported befare (fig. 3.19c). The domain size varies trom 100 A for
the tour spots A-D around the half-order spots (fig. 3.19d), up to 160 A for the
about 125 ± 20

other spots. Bath pattems have been found saveral times, while experimental
conditions were indistinguishable.
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Figure 3.19 (a) The c(4x2) structure at 0.4 L and (b) its schematic
interpretation. (c) The diamond shaped structure and (d) its interpretation.
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When increasing the total oxygen dose to about 1.5 L a (2x2) pattem
replaced the c(4x2) pattem. Going towards 1.5 L the spots broadened,
indicating a decrease of domain size down to 80 ± 20

A.

This pattem was

present up to 2.0 L. Letting in more oxygen resulted in a vanishing of all
superstructure spots, leaving a c(1 x1) pattem. These spots decreased in
intensity tor higher exposures, until they finally disappeared at about 30 L.
lncreasing the oxygen dose above 1.0 L when the diamond pattem was
present, induced a weakening of the superstructure spots. Above 2.0 L only
the c(1x1) substrate pattem has been found.

3.4.4.3 Surface composition and structure of CO on Fe(11 0)

The first pattem which has been observed by LEED was a faint (2x2)
superstructure (fig. 3.20a). This pattem reached its maximum intensity at
about 0.6 L. The coverage as determined by AES is 0.095 ± 0.007 ML.

b

a

Figure 3.20 (a) The faint (2x2) and (b) the streaky (2x2) LEED pattern.

According to the FWHM of the spots, the domains are isotropie with an
average size of about 250 ± 50

A.

Subsequent exposure to CO yielded the
6

stretching of these superstructure spots as has been reported by Erlel . This
pattem was best developed between 1.5 and 1.8 L, see tigure 3.20b.
lncreasing the exposure to 2.3 L resulted in a slightly less intense pattem.
Subsequently the sample was kept in the LEED beam tor about 15 hours,
which resulted again in a faint (2x2) pattem. The AES carbon and oxygen
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peak intensities had decreased considerably and were hardly above the
detection limit.

The uptake of CO on iron in the adsorption regime has only been
investigated briefly by AES. One reason is to limit the destructive influence of
the high energy Auger beam on the C-0 bond. During every AES
measurement the beam stimulates CO dissociation and therefore induces
26
changes in the surface structure . Additionally, the transfer between the AES

and LEED chambers causes considerable extra adsorption of surface
contaminants. The CO coverage belonging to the (2x2) pattem mentioned
above has been calculated using the ratio of the CKLL and the FeLMM(703)
AES peak areas. The initial sticking coefficient has a value of 0.71 ± 0.08 .

3.4.4.4 Surface composition and structure of CO on K/Fe(110)

Unlike adsorbed oxygen, low doses of carbon monoxide do not cause the
hexagonal structure to disappear. lnstead, the SPA-LEED measurements
show an identical behaviour of the surface as in the case of the gradual
contamination in UHV. Despite a CO exposure of 1.5 L the hexagonal spots
are still visible 3 hours after potassium evaporation. Raising the CO dose to
2.5 L about 4.5 hours after evaporation results in a faint (2x2) pattem. The
FWHM of the half order spots indicates an average domain size of 300 ± 50

A,

the same as tor K!Fe(110) in UHV. When an hour later the exposu re is

raised to 4 L only the c(1 x1) pattem remains. At 10 L and 7 hours after
evaporation again a (2x2) structure appears (fig. 3.21 ). The domain size
associated with the pattem is 260 ± 50

A. This structure disappears on

raising

the exposure to 20 L, where the c(1x1) substrate pattem can be observed.
Above 20 L no measurements have been performed.
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Figure 3.21 Picture of the (2x2) LEED pattem at 10 L.

The uptake of CO on Fe(110) covered with a complete monolayer of
potassium is depicted in figure 3.22. The CO coverage has been determined
in two ways by calculating both the 0/K and the C/K ratios. So in this case not
a LEED superstructure has been

u~ed

to calibrate the coverage, but the well

known saturated coverage of potassium. For the 0/K ratio the area of the

OKLL peak is divided by the area of the KLMM peak at 252 eV, taking into
account the sensitivity factors. As already mentioned the CKLL peak at 272 eV
and the KLMM peak at 275 eV overlap in the AES spectrum, see figure 3.23. In
order to obtain the carbon and thus the CO coverage, the carbon contribution
to the combined peak has to be calculated. This is achieved by subtracting a
K/Fe(11 0) raferenee spectrum from the adsorption spectra. The area
remaining around 272 eV is originating from carbon. This area is divided by
that of the main potassium peak at 252 eV. From the ratio, taking into account
the AES sensitivities, the carbon monoxide coverage can be calculated.
Ditterences between both results are within 10%. The initia! sticking
coefficient of CO on the potassium promoted iron has decreased significantly
with respect to the unpromoted surface to a value of 0.015 ± 0.002. This
value is a factor 3 larger than that obtained by Brodén et a/.
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3.5

Discussion

The LEED measurements on the cleaned surface showed the c(1 x1) pattem
as is known from literature. The FWHM of the (00)-spot has been determined
for electron energies in the range of 50 up to 180 eV. The variatien with
energy is expected for a surface containing steps. The step height is in
accordance with single atomie steps, separated by terraces of 530 ± 30

A.

Figure 3.24 The stepped Fe(11 0) surface.

In tigure 3.24 a schematic representation is shown. The absence of spot
splitting at the out-of-phase energies, however, suggests that the step
distribution is not very regular. The cause of this could be a limited mobility of
the iron atoms that impedes the ordering of the surface. Langer annealing
periods after sputtering did not seem to improve this. Another feature of the
FWHM characteristic is its gradual overall increase with increasing energy.
Th is is typically caused by the mosaicity of the Fe(11 0) crystal. The angle
related to this deviation is determined to be a

= ± 0.011 o. The mosaicity sets

an upper limit to the domain size, which can be measured by SPA-LEED. For
an incident electron energy of 120 eV for example, the maximum length then
equals 750

A.

No domains close to this maximum have been observed, so

their size is not determined by mosaicity.
A gradual increase of oxygen occurs on both the clean Fe(11 0) as on the
K/Fe(11 0). Th is is evident from the increasing intensity of the oxygen peak in
the AES spectra. According to the quadrupele mass spectrometer (QMS) the
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gas 02 is present in the UHV set-up together with a gas with mass 28 u.
Since the QMS cannot distinguish between molecules of the same mass this
can either be

N2

or CO. Therefore, besides 0 2 also the possibility of CO as a

contaminant has to be considered. First, the results of adsorption on the clean
Fe(11 0) surface will be considered.
On the clean Fe(11 0) surface CO adsorbs relatively well at room
temperature with an initial sticking coefficient of 0.71. This is close to the
value previously found by Brodén et al. The (4x2) LEED pattem reported by
Erley for a cooled substrata (120 K) can not be reproduced at room
temperature. lnstead, a faint (2x2) pattem appears at a CO coverage of about
0.095 ML after a dose of 0.6 L. A completely evolved (2x2) pattem has a
coverage of 0.5 ML. This means that the surface is not fully covered by the
CO, but that probably islands of (2x2) reconstructed area exist with an
average size of 250 ± 50

A.

lt also explains why the pattem is poorly

developed. The streaky (2x2) pattem which appears upon subsequent CO
exposure has been reported befçre, when the substrata was cooled to 120 K.
The stretching of the spots has been explained by the assumption that the
CO molecules form close-packed rows in the [001 J direction. The Van der
Waals diameter of CO is 3.16

A and

exceeds the interatomie distance of the

iron atoms (2.87 À). This mismatch causes disorder during row formation,
which is reflected in the streaky spots. The subsequent reconstruction into a
vague (2x2) pattem again is most likely induced by the electron beam that
causes the desorption of CO, as can be observed by AES.
For the 02 uptake on a clean Fe(11 0) surface the LEED pattems found
are identical tor leaving the sample in the UHV system as tor deliberately
exposing the sample to oxygen. In both cases first a (2x2) and subsequently a
c(2x2) is found. The (2x2) appears after 1 day under UHV conditions or after
an exposure to about 1.0 L of pure 0 2 • The c(2x2) pattem appears after 7
days in UHV, as well as tor an 02 dose of 2.5 ± 0.5 L. AES measurements
show cernparabie amounts of oxygen absorbed under both conditions.
Therefore, the surface reconstructions in UHV are likely to be caused by the
adsorption of 02. The c(3x1) and the split c(3x1) pattem found tor an oxygen
dose of respectively 4.5 and 5.5 L have been reported before. The
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disappearance of the c( 1x1) pattem above 30 L is typical for an irregular
overlayer, probably caused by the oxidation of the iron.

When potassium is deposited, saturation takes place at the completion of a
full overlayer coverage as is common for many alkali metals on a metal
substrate. A typical LEED pattem appears, which is associated with a
hexagonal ordering of the potassium atoms. This is in agreement with the
aarlier observations of Brodén and Bonzel. Fora thoroughly cleaned Fe(11 0)
surface the pattem could be reproduced easily by evaporating potassium
during a few minutes. No superstructure pattems have been observed for a
potassium coverage below saturation. This is probably due to the high
mobility of the potassium atoms, so they keep rnaving along the surface. Only
if the mobility of the atoms is decreased when the coverage approaches
saturation coverage, they will be locked in energetically favourable sites. For
lower temperatures ordered patches will probably exist below saturation
coverage. In order to abserve tbese pattems the substrata will have to be
caoled down. Also for Na and Cs on W(110) it has been observed that
ordered layers formed preferentially on a caoled substrata
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Figure 3.25 A schematic interpretation of the hexagonally reconstructed
domains.

From the FWHM of the (00)-spot at out-of-phase electron energies the
terrace size has been determined by SPA-LEED. The average terrace size is
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the same tor clean and potassium covered Fe(11 0), about 500

A.

Th is is

expected tor a full coverage of one layer of potassium atoms on a steppad
surface without islands. So the potassium atoms do not exhibit strong
intermixing or island formation. The FWHM of the hexagonal superstructure
spots indicates the average size of the potassium domains. This is constant
after potassium evaporation and isotropie at about 300 ± 50

A,

indicating that

the potassium atoms have a large mobility. This value is in the order of the
average step distance, which suggests that steps are an important limiting
factor of the domain growth. In tigure 3.25 an interpretation of the surface
covered by potassium domains is depicted.
The hexagonal structure has a limited stability: the pattem fades away with
time. Probably this is caused by the increased reactivity towards surface
contaminants. The most likely candidates tor adsorption are 02 and CO
because of their inevitable presence in the UHV set-up. The coverage of the
element oxygen could be easily determined by AES. The results of these
measurements show an

increas~

in the oxygen signal trom the moment of

potassium evaporation. The dateetion of carbon is more complicated due to
the overlap of the

CKLL

peak at 272 eV and the

KLMM

peak at 275 eV in the

AES spectrum. The rather low sensitivity tor carbon (Sc = 0.21) is another
limiting factor in the quantitative determination of the carbon coverage.
Based on the AES results it is likely that the observed superstructures are
related to the adsorption of an oxygen containing residual gas and not to the
reconstruction

of

a

"clean"

potassium

overlayer.

Earlier

adsorption

experiments al ready reported that the reactivity of a KIF(11 0) surface towards

02 is many times larger than towards CO. Therefore, 0 2 is likely to be the
cause of the reconstruction of the hexagonal pattern. In order to confirm this, ·
additional adsorption experiments have been performed with controlled doses
of 02 and CO gasses.
The LEED measurements tor exposures up to 4 L of CO on K!Fe(11 0)
show the same time dependent reconstruction of the hèxagonal into the (2x2)
structure as under UHV conditions. Thus the presence of CO gas seems to
have no influence on the K!Fe(11 0) surface in this exposure range. Because
normally the CO partial background pressure is in the order of 1o- 11 mbar at
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maximum and the characteristic time scale is about 8 hours, this means that
the highest CO dose in UHV will not exceed 0.2 L. This can be neglected with
respect to the much higher dose of 4 L during deliberate CO exposure.
The sticking coefficient tor CO on a Fe(110) surface covered with a
saturated overlayer of potassium is determined to be about 3 times larger
than the value reported in literature
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A possible explanation is a ditterenee

between XPS and AES surface sensitivity. Due to a smaller inslastic electron
mean tree path AES is the more sensitive technique. Still, the low value
already indicates that spontaneous adsorption is less than one thousandth of
a monolayer during a day in UHV. So the room temperature adsorption of CO
plays no significant role on the K/Fe(11 0) surface.
When exposing the K/Fe(11 0) surface to 0 2 gas, the initial sticking
coefficient is close to unity. The explanation of the increased sticking
probability is attributed to the electropositivity of potassium. This lowers the
work tunetion and raises the adsorption chance of an electronegative atom
like oxygen. The adsorption energy is decreased. The higher sticking
probability is indicative of the increased reactivity towards 02 and it explains
why the hexagonal structure vanishes rapidly, even under UHV conditions.
The different LEED pattems obtained under comparable circumstances are
as well an indication of an extremely reactive surface. The c(4x2) and the
complicated diamond shaped structure have been repeatedly found in the
same exposure range of 0.4 - 1.5 L. The existence of one pattem excludes
the existence of the other. The c(4x2) pattem has once been observed on the
spontaneously contaminated K/Fe(11 0) surface, however faintly. Even a
c(7x5) pattem has been observed at 0.75 L, although the experimental
procedures had been kept as similar as possible. This pattem has also been
observed repeatedly for a potassium covered surface after 3 or 4 days in
UHV. These results confirm that the potassium covered Fe(110) is a highly
reactive surface, where little is needed to break up the hexagonal ordering of
the potassium overlayer or initiatea certain reconstruction. The resemblance
in the case of spontaneous and deliberate exposure together with the AES
and QMS results confirms that 0 2 is responsibis for the observed events.
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The FWHM of the hexagonal spots, and thus the size of the domains,
remains constant after evaporation, but the intensity decreasas gradually. A
possible explanation for this is an initia! random adsorption of oxygen atoms.
The oxygen atoms adsorbing afterwards, segregate along the surface
towards the initia! nuclei and increase the size of those (fig.3.26). These
nuclei locally destray the hexagonal ordering of a domain. The mechanism
behind it probably is that the adsorbed oxygen atoms induce an electron
charge transfer from the potassium to the oxygen atoms. The radius of a
potassium ion is smaller, so effectively additional space is created by
charging. The potassium atoms are now no langer restricted to their position
and the hexagonal ordering will break up. Possibly a critica! minimum size of
the oxygen covered parts determines when enough space is created by
charging for breaking up the hexagonal ordering. Then the order of the entire
domain disappears. So, the oxygen induced disorder would leave the size of
the hexagonally reconstructed domains intact, but it would gradually diminish
the number of domains.

Figure 3.26 Initia/ nuclei of oxygen are formed on the stepped Fe(110)
surface which is covered with hexagonally reconstructed potassium domains.

After 8 hours the hexagonal spots have almast completely vanished. The
FWHM has increased dramatically. The reason probably is that only the small
domains have remained. Only a faint (2x2) superstructure remains. The new
superstructure may be a result of the re-ordering of the potassium atoms or of
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the oxygen atoms forming a (2x2) superstructure, while the potassium is
randomly adsorbed. Further exhibition to the residual gasses in the UHV setup resulted in other LEED pattems like a c(4x2) and a c(7x5), but the moment
of appearance and quality of the pattem varied tor the different experiments.

3.6

Conclusions and recommendations

The dimensions of the non-primitive centred rectangular unit cell, as
determined by area plots, are equal to those of the bulk Fe(11 0), indicating
that no surface reconstruction occurs.

The deposition of potassium on a Fe(110) surface at room temperature has
been investigated using SPA-LEED and AES. The hexagonally reconstructed
structure of potassium, as already reported in literature, could be easily
reproduced. This pattem only appeared tor a saturated overlayer of
potassium atoms. Below saturation no LEED pattems have been found at
room temperature.

The morphology of the K/Fe(110) system has been investigated tor room
temperature. lt was shown that the average step distance remains unaltered,
about 500

A,

when a saturated layer of potassium is deposited. The

potassium atoms stay on top of the iron and do not form islands. From the
FWHM of the hexagonal spots it foliowed that the potassium atoms are
ordered within domains with an average size of 300 ± 50

A.

AES measurements showed that oxygen immediately started to adsorb on
the potassium covered Fe(110) surface. The hexagonal pattem faded away in
about 8 hours after evaporation of the potassium. Several other LEED
pattems appeared later on. In order to check whether this is related to the
contamination adsorption or a to re-ordering of potassium, a series of
adsorption experiments with CO and 02 gas have been performed. In the
deliberate 0 2 exposure experiments similar pattems have been observed as
under UHV conditions. During the CO exposures no deviation trom the results
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in UHV occurred. The resemblance in the case of 0 2 tagether with the AES
results indicates that 0 2 is responsibis for the observed events. This high
reactivity towards 02 causes that it is extremely difficult to investigate the pure
system, even under UHV conditions. Furthermore, it means that the pure
system will not exist in concrete, catalytic, situations. Studying it makes only
sense when the adsorbates are taken into account.

The observations during the XSW measurements at the HASYLAB
synchrotron can be explained by the adsorption of 0 2 and possibly other
residual gasses, while the background pressure is certainly not lower in that
UHV set-up. Therefore, also the XSW measurements have to be interpreted
as for a combined oxygen and potassium system.

Heating of the K/Fe(110) system up to about 450 K did not cause the
hexagonally reconstructed surface to disappear. Though, at this temperature
the ordering suddenly disappears_ and according to AES measurements the
potassium starts to desorb. No other superstructures have been found at
higher temperatures, probably because then the mobility is even higher than
at room temperature and the atoms have morespace due to the desorption.

The high mobility of the potassium atoms at room temperature prohibits the
atoms to form superstructures at low and medium coverage. To be able to
investigate these regions the sample will have to be cooled down below room
temperature.

Time dependent changes are difficult to detect, because a regular LEED
maasurement takes about 1Y2 hour to complete. A possible option is to speed
up the LEED experiments by using a lower resolution. This can be achieved
by a variabie opening of the channeltron detector.
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4

Titanium Nitride coatings

4.1

Introduetion

In recent years a significant effort has been devoted to obtain good quality
titanium nitride thin layers. Titanium nitride (TiNx) is famous tor its high
hardness and low coefficient of friction and therefore, it is aften used for the
coating of cutting tools. Additionally, the chemica! inertness decreases the
chemica! interaction between the tooi and workpiece. The complex bonding in
these materials, which is a mixture of covalent, metallic and ionic, is
responsible tor these physical properties 38 •
Several techniques can be used to produce TiN coatings, such as are
discharges, beam-assisted techniques and reactive sputtering. In order to
characterise and campare the different techniques the Copemicus project has
been initiated. The different methods are practised by groups across Europa.
The TiNx layer on the samples investigated here are deposited using a
magnetron sputter source. The samples are made of stainless steel used for
tooi production with a layer of about 500 nm TiNx deposited. The advantages
of this kind of souree are the high deposition rate and easy control of the
sputter and deposition rates. Furthermore, the gas pressures in the discharge
are compatible with those required by bath the reactive process and the ion
plating. Here, the main problem is the reproducibility of the TiNx layers
depending on various interrelated parameters of the discharge and deposition
process. For a more detailed description of the set-up, see the next section.
In this investigation the goal is to gain more insight in the effect of two·
deposition parameters: the bias voltage of the substrate and the nitrogen
mass flow (QN2). These parameters mainly influence the N/Ti ratio (R) and
thereby the mechanica! and optica! properties of the TiNx coating. AES is
used to determine composition and homogeneity at the surface.
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4.2

Experimental

4.2.1 The magnetron deposition set-up

The TiN has been deposited using a magnetron deposition set-up as is
depicted in tigure 4.1
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The wall of the discharge chamber is made of

stainless steel and also plays the role of the anode. A magnetron
contiguration with permanent magnets of 35 mT at the cathode surface
provided with a 98.9 wt.% titanium disc-shaped target (2 mm thick and 105
mm in diameter) is used as a sputter source. The substrata is placed on a
substrata holder at 60 mm trom the cathode. The background pressure of
about 3·1 o·5 mbar is achieved by an oil-diffusion pump with a freon trap. The
argon-nitrogen gas mixture with a total pressure ranging between 7 ·1 0-4 and
1.2·1 o·3 mbar is continuously introduced into the chamber. The nitrogen then
reacts with the sputtered titanium atoms on their way to the sample.

Tc
6

to pump

Substrate
holder

Anode
chamber

QMS

to
pump

Figure 4.1 The magnetron deposition set-up

The plasma light emission can be monitored by an ORIEL-MultiSpec and
a multichannel analyzer in the wavelength range of 350 to 800 nm (0.2 nm
resolution). With this equipment the intensities of the 399.9 nm Ti line and the
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391.4 nm N2 line can be measured and used to determine the deposition
regime. From the strong increase of the Ti line above a discharge current of
1.2 A it follows that the deposition then enters the "metallic regime", i.e.
mainly Ti deposition. Therefore, a discharge current of 1.0 A has been chosen
in all experiments.

4.2.2 The samples

Three sets of samples are investigated. The substrate of these samples
consist of a polished steel plate. The substrate was heated to 400 QC during
deposition. The 4 samples of the first set were deposited by a magnetron setup in lasi, Romania, at different bias voltages. During deposition the sample
was at 0 V or a bias voltage of -50, -75, -100 V was applied. The nitrogen
mass flow was kept constant at 0.9 torr 1/s and the argon mass flow at 1.9 torr
1/s. The influence of QN2 is studied by the other 2 sets. For the 4 samples of
the second set QN2 during deposition was varied between 0.5 and 1.8 torr 1/s,
while no bias was applied. The argon mass flow was 0.90 torr 1/s. The ON2 of
the 5 samples of the third set ranged in between 1.5 and 2.3 torr 1/s with

0Ar

constant at 0.60 torr 1/s. Before importing the samples into the UHV system
they were first ultrasonically cleaned in acetone and subsequently in methyl
alcohol.

4.2.3 Quantification of the AES results

The analysis of TiNx is complicated by the fact that the primary Auger electron
peak of nitrogen at 379 eV overlaps the Ti{387) peak. The best way to
overcome this problem is by using the direct Auger spectra (fig. 4.2a-b) and
not the differentiated (fig. 4.2d). In this case a certain element can be
quantitatively detected by calculating the peak area above the background in
the Auger spectrum. The contribution of the Ti(387) peak totheTi-N overlap
peak can then simply be removed using a pure Ti reference sample (fig.
4.2c). To do this, the reference spectrum is scaled on the area of the Ti(418)
peak and then this spectrum is subtracted from the measured spectrum (fig.
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4.2e). Note that the shape of the Ti(418) peak is different for TiNx and pure Ti,
reflecting a strong bonding effect in TiNx, which is probably covalent. The ratio
between the Ti(387) and Ti(418) peaks is assumed to be the same in the
raferenee and the investigated samples. Finally, the N/Ti ratio R follows
directly from the ratio of the areas of the N(379) peak and the Ti(418) peak,
taking into account the AES sensitivities
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Figure 4.2 The AES spectra of (a) TiNx before sputtering, (b) TiNx after
sputtering and (c) the Ti reference sample. (d) Spectrum b differentiated. (e)
The ditterenee of the spectra b and c.

4.3

Results of the composition measurements

4.3.1 The effect of sputtering

After importing a sample into the UHV system the surface composition is
directly measured by AES. lnitially all of the samples show large amounts of
carbon and oxygen contamination. These are removed by means of
sputtering with 3 keV Ar+. In figure 4.3 a-d the intensities of respectively Ti, N,
0 and C are plotted before correction for AES sensitivities for a sample with
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ON2

= 2.3 Torr 1/s and

OAr

= 0.6 Torr 1/s. A sputter dose of 1·1016 ions/cm 2

equals about 10 ML, so the fin al composition of Ti and N is reached after the
sputtering of approximately 30 ML. Most of the carbon contamination is
al ready removed at a dose of 1.5·1 016 ions/cm 2 (fig. 4.3d). The carbon,
however, never disappears completely. The oxygen signal slowly drops to
about 40% after 3·1 0
aftera dose of 6·10

16

16

ions/cm 2 and saturates at 20% of the initia! amount
ions/cm

2

.

This indicates that carbon and oxygen are

present in the bulk of the TiNx layer. For the rest of the samples a dose of
6·1 016 ions/cm 2 is used to obtain a surface as clean as possible.
For five samples of set 3 the C/Ti and 0/Ti ratios after sputtering are
shown in tigure 4.5. The C and 0 contribution show a remarkable likeliness,
not only relatively, but also absolutely. The ratios do not seem to depend
upon

QN 2 ,

but are randomly distributed among the samples. The rather high

val ues of 0.10 - 0.15 imply a high impurification during deposition.
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(b) nitrogen, (c) oxygen and (d) carbon.
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Figure 4.4 The C/Ti and 0/Ti ratios after sputtering tor samples of set 3.

4.3.2 lnfluence of bias voltage and

QN 2

on the composition

The first aim is to find out the inttuenee on R of the bias voltage of the sample
during deposition. For the set with variabie bias voltage, but constant aN2 and
OAr. R fluctuates between 0.75 and 0.85 befare sputtering. After sputtering R
is almast constant: 0.73

~

R

~

0.76. So, the bias voltage does not seem to

have a distinct inttuenee on R tor these values of aN2 and aAr·
The second deposition parameter which is important tor R is aN2· The
results tor set 2 before sputtering are depicted in tigure 4.5. From these data
a general increase of the ratio with aN2 can be observed. The results after
sputtering show within the experimental uncertainty the same trend (fig. 4.5).
A aN2 of 0.5 torr 1/s e.g. results in R

= 0.22,

corresponding to a Tio.s2No.1s

sample. Below this value the N content in TiNx decreases. For aN2 larger than
0.9 torr 1/s saturation sets in with a final value tor R of about 0.9. In order to
verify these results, additional data tor the regimes around R

= 0.5

and

R = 0.9 had to be gathered. Therefore, a third set has been deposited with
the samemagnetron deposition set-up. Now aN 2 ranges between 1.5 and 2.3
torr 1/s, but unfortunately aAr was chosen lower than in the second set (0.6
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torr 1/s). Again the results before sputtering and aftar sputtering (fig. 4.5) are
identical, except tor

ON2

= 1.5

torr 1/s. Compared to set 2 the absolute

nitrogen content is lower and there is no evidence tor saturation of R yet at

=2.3 torr 1/s.

ON2

1.5

I

I

I

I

I

• (a) Set 2 before sput.

e (b) Set 3 before sput.
T (c) Set 2 after sput.

À (d) Set 3 after sput.
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Figure 4.5 The N/Ti ratios befare and after sputtering tor two sets of samples
with varying

QN2·

For set 2

0Ar

=0.9 and tor set 3

0Ar

=0.6 torr 1/s.

The homogeneity of one samples of set 3 is investigated. With AES
measurements on different parts of the surface are pertormed. These show
that before sputtering the TiNx layer is not homogeneous: R

= 0.68 ± 0.05.

The C/Ti and 0/Ti ratios are respectively 6.5 ± 1.6 and 0.92 ± 0.03.

4.3.3 Results of the XPS and LEIS measurements

In order to verify the AES results one sample of set 2 has also been
investigated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and low energy ion
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scattering (LEIS). Now a short review of the results will be given. A more
detailed description will be published 39 . The sample has been deposited
under the conditions of 50 V bias voltage,

QN 2

=0.9 Torr 1/s and OAr = 1.9 Torr

1/s. The composition ratios for N, C and 0 are measured by XPS before
sputtering and aftera dose of 10 16 4.75 keV Ne+ ions/cm 2 • These are before
respectively after sputtering: R = 1.12 (1.24); 0/Ti = 1.57 (0.68); C/Ti = 1.60

(1.61).
The LEIS measurements show that before sputtering the surface is
completely covered by C and 0. No Ti or N atoms are found to be present on
the surface. After sputtering the C is almost removed trom the surface, but
the amount of 0 remains approximately the same. lt has also been observed
that the outermost layer is in not homogeneous. Sputtering causes the
reduction but not the disappearance of the inhomogenity.

4.4

Discussion

The surface of the samples is contaminated by large amounts of carbon and
oxygen. These contaminations can be partially removed by sputtering with 3
keV Ar+ ions. The carbon is almost immediately removed, but the oxygen
needs a higher dose. Both cannot be removed completely indicating that
these elements are present in the bulk of the investigated TiNx coating. From
the AES measurements it is clear that C and 0 are present in almost equal
quantities ranging trom 10 to 15 % with respect to Ti. As R ranges trom 0.25
to nearly 1.0 this means that the contribution of the contaminants is
camparabie to the N contribution.
The results tor R before and after sputtering are identical within the
experimental uncertainty tor all sets. For the samples with different bias
voltage the average value of R before sputtering is slightly higher than
afterwards. Th is is also observed tor the sample with

QN 2

= 1 .5 torr 1/s of set

3. A possible cause tor the ditterenee is that the AES scan before sputtering
is taken at a spot with different surface composition than the rest of the
surface.
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Unfortunately a different

aAr

tor set 2 and 3 has been chosen, which

hinders a direct comparison of the results. The different values for the N
content in TiNx is likely to originate trom the different

aAr

of the sets. Also the

background pressure is of importance, because impurities react with the
sputtered Ti instead of N. The amount of impurity atoms (C and 0) which
react with Ti is found to be independent of

aN 2 .

So tor low

aN 2

the sample is

relatively more dirty than for higher aN2 .

4.5

Conclusions and recommendations

With sputtering the surface contamination by carbon could be easily removed.
The oxygen contamination required a higher sputter dose. Both elements
could not be fully removed, indicating that they are present in the bulk of the
TiNx coating. The cause of this contamination is probably the relatively high
background pressure in the deposition chamber. To avoid contamination,
especially the oxygen and carbon partial pressures should be diminished.

The influence of the bias voltage on R was very small. Probably the TiNx
already is in its saturation regime for the
influence lower VaiUeS Of aN2 and

For a high enough

aN 2 ,

aAr

aN2

and

aAr

chosen. To study its

have to be USed.

R seems to saturate at about unity. For low

aN2

the Ti

mainly reacts with the background gasses, rasuiting in a low R.

The argon mass flow influences the N/Ti ratio more than was considered
before. A decrease trom 0.9 torr 1/s (set 2) to 0.6 torr 1/s (set 3) resulted in a
much lower N contentand higher saturation value of R. So, in the future also
the role Of aAr has to be investigated more systematically.

Finally, there are saveral other important deposition parameters like
temperature and discharge current. In order to obtain a complete picture of
the deposition process, these parameters too will have to be investigated.
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Dankwoord
Het afgelopen jaar binnen de groep FOG lijkt wel voorbijgevlogen. Dat is voor
een belangrijk deel te danken aan de goede sfeer binnen de groep en grote
hulpvaardigheid van leden hiervan. Daardoor heb ik met plezier en vlot door
kunnen werken, ook tijdens de "mindere" periodes. Bij dit laatste moet ik
meteen, aan Rein en Wijnand denken, wier technische assistentie, helaas,
maar al te goed van pas kwam bij het repareren van de Augerhoogspanningsvoeding en HP-IB kaarten. Daarnaast hebben ook Marco en
Gerard hun duiten in het zakje gedaan op het gebied van het uitstoken van de
UHV-opstelling en de montage van zaken zoals opdampers en COgasflessen. Op het fysische vlak zijn het vooral Will en Arnoud met hun
uitgebreide uitleg en waardevolle suggesties geweest die mij bijzonder
hebben geholpen. Zonder hun fysiche kennis en ervaring met SPA-LEED en
oppervlakken, zou dit afstudeerproject zeker langer geduurd hebben. Verder
wil ik Dumitru Luca bedanken voor de prettige tijd tijdens het meten van de
TiN samples hier in Eindhoven en de (nog prettigere) vakantietijd in
Roemenië. Tenslotte wil ik Prof. Brongersma voor de mogelijkheid om in deze
groep af te studeren bedanken en Wim voor het geheel belangeloos afstaan
van zijn pc.
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